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Hello again and I open the Omega Portal and also
identify myself as a Being of Light and in that way it
is easy for me to bring you forward as your Light
Body Self into gathering again within the receiving
area of the Station of Light. It is almost like a
separate dimension itself which has been created
for us to gather within and to receive information
that is beyond the usual topic of conversation on
Earth and outside of the normal conditioning and
normal activities that we participate in, on a daily
basis.
As I say that, I do have to acknowledge the many
people of you who are listening who have your own
separate methods of attuning to the higher
frequency patterns of light, energy and information.
So, here we are together just to participate in what
is coming forward around us at the moment and we
will be open to receive information that might be
relevant to us today, and ongoing, of course. Allow
yourself to be aware of your higher energy form
here and have all of your perceptions open to
receive, as we begin this session. I am aware of
shifting patterns of energy around me, so we begin.

“Initially, Beloved, as we encompass
you in the receiving position and energy
frequency here, we introduce ourselves
again as the greater collective here
within the Station, coming forward from different
dimensions to present ourselves to you, and again
Orem addressing you in this space.

You may experience many times the expansion of
you to encompass where you live, the country you
are living in, the entire Earth planet and many other
such dimensions and when you do encompass all
of that, remember that you are encompassing it
from the point of view as an expression of Source
Creation.

You are familiar with my energy. I am familiar with
the energy of the human aspect and of your light
being aspect which comes forward into this space.
Of course, there are many different layers and
dimensions to every one of you.

We continue this journey of expansion. You may
wish it to be a journey of exploration into what
surrounds planet Earth. That would be a different
aspect to what is brought forward to you in this state.
We are here offering you opportunities to be clear
enough so that when other opportunities are
presented to you, you may consciously travel to
other areas. You, however, are presently stationed
on the Earth planetary system and as such, you are
the vessel to bring in energy and information into
consciousness. There is this continual reminder of
this action to you and this is simply because there
are different layers operating. Even as you are here
in your light body, there are several different layers
of you receiving, understanding, analysing,
questioning. All of that is understood and accepted.

This is a meeting space which encompasses and
links together many intersecting dimensions and as
you are familiar with this space and even if you have
newly discovered this way of information receiving,
then this is open to you to participate in what comes
forward. Generally we present you with certain
information and we also can work with the energy
layers which are around you and which you bring
forward into this space. The clearer you become
indicates there are fewer layers to be worked with,
because as you clear many of the layers around
you, you are open to re-establishing your own
personal connections to the information coming
through in the rays and pulses of energy through
Source Creation.
We are just part of the system which transmutes it
into a way that you can feel comfortable to receive
it and you can experience it and also we are able to
work with you to establish greater levels of
communication and existence and patterns of
existence within the established cities of light.
All of this is known to you. All of this becomes
refreshed within the memory circuits and within the
energy structure that we identify as you, in this
space. Always we perceive the extension that is
evident around your energy field which correlates to
expansion of consciousness.

Everything that you participate in as you experience
these visitations into the Station become part of you.
Therefore, when we present you to the greater
Council of Beings incorporating many different
galaxies, states of consciousness, life forms, you
participate in what is brought forth into the gathering
of the Council. Some of this is to understand
conditions that you experience individually on
planet Earth. Consciously, you may retain many of
the experiences personal to you and experiences
you have received through visual presentations or
other reports of happenings around the planet. All
of that is incorporated in the presentation to the
greater Councils here and so there is a pattern
which can then be processed and adjusted,
assessed from what you bring to this Council for
consideration. Already you are presenting that,
through aspects of Self here.
You would also find that the Council is very
supportive of you.

You have been representing states of
consciousness over many different time phases and
shifts in dimensions, so this is why you have
consciously reconnected to these levels of the
Councils and in ways through this Station and other
areas, other facilities available to you because all of
you are experiencing dimensional shifts.
Again the opportunity is presented to you to come
forward into the existence of the Earth Light City.
Allow yourself to experience the sensations as you
move into the frequency pattern of the Earth Light
City and indeed, as you embrace that within all of
your senses, you are bringing that into reality as you
return to your present physical state and existence
of that.
Your conscious mind would be wanting to receive
facts, identify with particular segments of that
existence. Continuing through all patterns of
existence there are specific, fundamental actions.
There is the overall action of assessing and
changing and adjusting energy patterns and
frequencies. There is the overall understanding of
the field of resonance and within spaces such as the
Earth Light City, there are areas that are of a very
high frequency that is the basic underlying
frequency of existence. In areas such as the Cities
of Light you receive by your presence, a higher
energy frequency and this indeed is different from
what you exist in currently on the Earth station.
When you fully adjust to what you are receiving in
this Earth Light City, then you are more able to help
the adjustments, just as you were commissioned to
do so, in the Earth plane.
We referred in previous transmissions to balancing,
harmonising, restoring out of balance phasic
conditions and all of this you have become familiar
with and you will have experienced in your own way,
the aspects and the times when rebalancing was
needed, when clearance was needed. When you
experience the higher energy fields and levels of
frequency here in the Earth Light City, you naturally
can bring that through all of your consciousness into
what is around you physically and as you do that,

visualise that going out in a wave form all around
you. Your pattern of frequency as an individual is
changing in accordance with the level of higher
frequency you can absorb. Continual presentation
assists that process as you continue to immerse
yourself here in this state and we are present with
you observing the process around you and through
you. Before we withdraw you from this state, we
envelope you in the particular field that is natural in
this Earth Light City state, so that you will be able to
carry it with out and already within this field that we
have encompassed you in, we are able to bring you
directly back into the receiving area of the Station.

Lani again here and I do thank you Orem for this
again, wonderful presentation and I am sure each
one of us has a different visual interpretation of the
experience, as we all do with everything that we
read or experience.

Perceive the other Beings around you and you may
perceive how they also are enveloped in a sphere
of energy, very perceptible to you in this state. You
are absorbing all of that within your light body
system here and that of course is an integral part of
your physical state, in your current life pattern.

So, as you have now connected again into your
body, be aware of that beautiful field of energy
which Orem encompassed you in and this will
remain around you as long as you wish it to, as long
as you can maintain the awareness of it. The
purpose of it will be of assistance.

Being aware that the gathering here within the
Station has brought you in from many different
areas from around the planet, then you may also
extend that perception to seeing this higher energy
frequency going to all areas of the planet. In the
previous session we spoke about phases. In
another previous session we spoke about different
energy devices. Well, you have become that energy
vessel, or device, also bringing in balance, light and
energy and information. We perceive this with great
joy and gratitude.

Now, the energy is complete for this transmission,
so again I close the Omega Portal and withdraw at
this time

Now it is time to bring all of this back within you, as
you return again to incorporate it all within the
physical body known as you, today.
We have been on a journey out from Earth, out of
time and into a different energy system and yet it is
part of each and everyone of us.

Thank you everyone

Lani

It does allow an opening into other dimensions in
such a way that they will be available to you at the
appropriate time and when it is necessary for you to
understand more of what is coming forward from
some of those dimensions and the portals.
For now, you have been exposed to a higher energy
frequency which needs to be integrated,
understood, by you and this is what I leave with you
at this time, Beloved

Orem out “
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